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Game Masters need quality maps for their miniatures. DramaScape is committed to
bringing Game Masters the maps they need. This map product is a full-color, 48 x 30
inch, City Ruin.

The main street in the middle of the
block once led from the west of the map
to the military base.

Most of the buildings to the south are
intact, although even the intact buildings
feature many cracks and fractures.
The warehouses in the southern central
portion of the map have lost most of
their roofs and the rest of it could go at
any time.
The third warehouse is also missing a
complete part of its wall. A huge chunk
of the brick wall now lies on the sidewalk
next to the building.
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The amount of obstacles on the road
makes that a difficult prospect at best in
a vehicle now. Downed telephone poles,
tires, bricks, garbage, and other
obstacles make the sidewalks and roads
treacherous.

Hoodlums have added some graffiti to
the base as well. An abandoned vehicle
lies mired in the sludge.
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DramaScape
map
products
are
designed to be compatible with both
square and hex-based games and this
map product includes both types of
overlays and also a non-overlay version.

The building in the northwest corner has
a large swathe of the roof missing, and
you can see into the ground floor from
above.
The building next to it is completely
shattered, with layer upon layer of
concrete cracking and falling into the
middle of the building.
The military base in the northeast has all
its building surrounded by a strange
green glow of ooze and sludge. Toxic
barrels lie on the ground completely
empty. Flattened signs say Area 63 on
them.

The fence that surrounded the base now
has several holes in it, some caused by
downed telephone poles.

The southeastern building’s door lies on
the sidewalk.
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